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A .  G eneraJ. 
In recent ye · rs , the design of notched members has been a chal 
lengc to str  1 ct n·a1 , mechani cal and aeronautical engineers . Notched 
members are frequently used in the aircraft , mis siles, automobile , 
and sh ip--buiJ. ing industri e s  where available space is  limit ed to  
a minj , um . Pore often not ches  are needed for V' rious other reasons 
as the passc:.gc  of elect:d cal wire bundles,  hydraulic  and air conduit s 
or oth :r sL l Ctural rnembe :cs . So;net,j1nes a notch serves as a lighten­
inG measure or as an inspection access  opening . 
More preci se  . o1utions in determinina the critical buckling 
loads arc needed to replace gues s and approx:ir:1ate solutions . This  
:i. s  due to t . e fact that stre s s  concentrations in pJ.� tes become large 
in magnj_tude e spe ci a lly in th e not ch vi cinity, even for very siraple 
loading con i t:i..ons . 
An 2nalysi s of th e elastic  stres s  distribution i s  the first st ep 
l eading to the theore G ic 2.l determinat i on of the elast i c buckling load 
of a plate member . 
B . l ! i sto1 ." cal _ 2. ck ;-�r011i; :.. 
The :probl c.,1 o f  not c  . .  ed plates hc.s  been t otally avoided in the 
pa.st d c to  it s e:c:·1.nJ.exi t:r . Tr1 e uture of  the . roblem prohibit�  an 
exact solution in  c c l o s e ..,_  forr:: but with the  2.vai ab�. li ty of el ectron� c 
. . , .� 2 
com 1 ut ers , a nd n1 cwri ca l t echniques , inves igntors 
recentl.,r v,orh ed out c • c�rn (i p'cbl n�s of thi b nature . 
buti on :i n  and th e buc::ldj_n:,; characteri sti c s  o.f  the i·rnbs of castellated 
steel be rm�.; . Th e re :; 1lt ·· ind.' c.ated thnt the elar::-ti c stress di stri­
buti on h'::i s acc1.,; 1· ,?.t e  for the relntiv elJ fin e  uesh employed ( 18 x. 10 ) . 
Hoffman2 dj s cu s s ed the stress di s tribution in a plate with a 
side  notch . Th e results sho �ed that the  finite  difference method 
eirtploye . for st:c ess  di stribution an.s.1�r �is  hnd �iv en rela vively a.c curate 
data , . cone: i cl erin.g th e cor;pl e�d ties  of tl1 e problem treated . 
Several pr vi ous inve�,t :i. gators e:rrcplo3red th e method of finit e 
di fferences  su ccessfully Yhe!1 investigatine stress  di stributions in 
3 h 5 deep beffins . ' ' They concluded that th e results are excellent as 
long s a relatively fine D ash i s  employed . 
lz . Shoukcy, r , :c:1 2.sti c Fl exural St re s s  Di t :d buU.on in and Buck­
lin� Ch :i.r-�ct eri s v i c s of u� e ',·:ets of c�.st cl J.a.ted Ste el Bec:: s 1 1  ( unpub-· 
li sh c , ... Doct C' J:' of Fhj 1oso--•i 2,:t Thesi s ,  Uni er:.- ity of '-.ti s souri, Co..1li'.-rLbia, 
�-a. s sour:i ,  Lc-4 ) . 
2? .  HoffJ: L2!1 _, ' 1 Elnst -i c �'.trE:� s s  Di s-::- r  · butio� in Rectan�ularly 
iJot che - !•:C !/02rs " ( un :  1..i c-li sh ;-.?d :.;a !::t cr of Science  'i'hesis , South Da.{c,ta 
S ,.., ate lJr, i ver �d t:: , Liroo . .  i n_-,--; E' > South Da.�rnta, 1965 ) . 
3r _ . C_ .o·.-; , H .  D .  Co1·r,,;2.; .- c, !1d G .  \}int er , :, Stress  in Dc �p Bea.D.., . .1 , 1 1  
Tr�1 _ s,. c:_J _- c1 •1 s ,  J_,-, e 'i CD �1 ;=:,o ci e:ty cf Ci vi.l �n?.>�neers, Vo . 118 ( 1 SJ ) ,  
p .  ()e, . 
hF . G c� '_jr , ' '  Stres :=:es :. n l.J o u) �e.::..: , 1 c: • r i  J ou.rna l 
�6  ( 19�C ) , p • ., 151 ■ - ---
c.f  the Ameri c2-� 
Concr::,t- <:: • T -, •1 o_,_ . 
) : ,  L .  C02!· ·2:· , J_ . Cr'.c.-: , 2 . ,d G . ·.-, . :-ror. ... _s �:n , ' '  i', -1 � rc:: ·i s 
. '
0cc:. E? ' . ,  c.., S'�-1 ---·_=��- �- c :  -�<L.--�- �-�--� ;0c1�:-I1 2. C :: , 'fol . 12 ( 19_;1/', ; .  
o: Deep 
/ r\. / 
1) 0 0 , 
3 
. 6 .; / Whit e  and Cottingham investigat ed criti cal buckling loads 3/1 
and the stab ility of solid plates  partially loaded at the ends . They 
concluded that use  of the finite difference method for detennining 
elasti c  buckling loads i s  useful and satisfactorily accurat e . They 
found tha.t increased accuracy can be · obtained by -using a relatively 
fine mesh subdivi sion . The error introduced by the use of such mesh 
can be significantly reduced by utilizing a finer mesh than the one 
they used . 
C .  Object and Scope of Investigation 
The main obj ective of this investigation is  to obtain the 
criti cal buckling load of a thin elasti c  rectangularly notched plate 
simply supported along two edges and free along the other two edges , 
and subj ect ed to  uniform loneitudinal compressi on . Four plates  with 
the same overall dimensions but di fferent notch dimensions are under 
consideration. One side of the rectangular not ches  is held constant 
whi le the other  side is vari ed. A graph can then be plotted for the 
criti cal buckling coeffi cient versus the aspect ratios of the notch . 
Th e  method of solution followed h ere  i s  to  determine first the 
elast i c  stress di s tribution j n  the not ched plat e for the different 
not ch sizes . The result s are applied int o  the finite-differences 
6R . N. \-;'hite and W. S .  Cottingham , " Stability of  Plates  Under 
Partial  Edge Loadi ng , 1 1  Proceedings ,  Ameri can Society of Civil Engineers , 
Engi neering "'.e chani cs Di vision , No . 3 297 ,  Vol. 88 ( October , 1962 ) . 
equation0  for the ' p at e defle ction 2.nd then trie elastic buckling 
loads are obt�ined . 
4 
The fin:i_t e-differc:ncc numeri cal approach to determine both the 
elasti c · ress distribution an critical buckling load appears to  
give exc ellent r - Dults . Th.i.s i s  true provided the mesh subdivision 
is suffi ci ently fine . In this investieati on the mesh subdivi sion is  
limited by the  storage capacity of  the co:nputer available at -South 
Dakota State University Experiment Station . 
Th e criti cal buckling coefficient s and defle cted shapes of the 
different not ched plate s  are obtained as eie envalue s  and eigenvectors 
for some assumed deforrr.ations of the plat e s . Th e entire process  i s  
progr"rnmed in Fortran I I  langu .ge for calculation o n  a digital com­
puter . The progr "'1�s are shoun in Appendix A .  
The computer outpu v for . the stres s distribution i s  printed out 
using special board so that h e  result s are sh01·rn on the actual 
plan shape of the particular plat e se ction under consideration . This  
permit s t re s s  cone,rnJ.rs to  be drai.m withi n the  out.lines of  the section . 
'l'h e solution pres ent ed }1 ero · n ,-rlll s erve as a source of infor­
mation for future problE;· .s  of similar nature . The result s are 
independent of plate  mat erial , but th ei r no1H1a1 use \·10uld be for 
relati vely thin nE/, 2.l f:; cctions or plat e ele:ment s . 
CHAPTER II 
ELASTIC STRESS ANALYSIS 
A .  Choice of Analytical Method 
The ideal method of detennining the stress distribution in a 
plate is to obtain an exact solution of the differential equation? : 
( 1) 
where p is called the stress function or Airy 1 s stress function . 
Equation ( 1) must be satisfied for any point within the domain 
of the plate . The stresses in the plate can then be computed from 








?s . Tirnoshenko and J .  N. Goodier, Theory of Elasticity (McGraw­
Hill Book Company, Incorporated, New York, New York , 1951) , p.  26 . 
8Ibid . ,  p .  26 . 
6 
(J'y = stress in the y-direction; 
-r xy = shearing stress at any point .  
Since the nature of  the problem and the introduction of the 
notch in the plate prohibit an exact solution for equation ( 1 ) , an 
approximate method cf analysis is employed and is chosen to be the 
method of finite differences .  Thi s  method i s  employed because of its 
simplicity , flexibility to handle general boundary conditions ;  and 
adaptability to electronic computations . 
The method of finite differences9 is  based upon the use of 
appro.xirna.ting expressions for the derivatives  appearing in the govern­
ing differential equations and boundary conditions of the problem . 
Here the structural element i s  subdivided into a network of points 
and a finite-difference equation valid for each point is  derived to 
replace the differential equation . This reduces the problem to the 
solution of a number of ale;ebraic equations, whi ch can be solved by 
some iterative technique . 
B .  Plate Stress  Dist ribution 
The finite-difference �ethod essentially approxLmates partial 
differential equations by finite-difference equations in the form of an 
10 " operator molecule 1 1 • Assuming a square network , the operator 
9c .  Gerard, Introduction to Structural St abilit:r Theory (HcGraw­
Hill Book Company, Incorporated, :,rew York , !Jew York , 1962) , p .  5 5 . 
lOp . C. �-.ran3, ;,7uJ::eri cal and :-fatrix !•iethods in Structural 1{e chani c s  
(J ohn 1 -:'iley and Sons, Incorporated ) New York, .New York, 1966 ) ,  pp . 50-52 . 
. --� 
11 
molecul e for the bihanqonic cquc'..ltion i s  
7 
I 
h1  ( 5 )  
in whi ch 1 1 h 1 1 i s  the mesh spacing . 
In th e proces s  of determining the stress function ¢ by thi s  
method , the domain o f  U1 e plate is replaced by a mesh of individual 
nodal points of square sp2�cinrs . Th e stress function values are then 
calculated for each discre e nodal point . 
When the fino.l value of th e stress function at each point of 
the t;1esh system is  known , the stres ses can be deteri:1ined . The ex-
pressi ons for tl1e f.tress  component c- and their finite difference 
12 operator molecules  are as follous : 
l2c- rr · 1-· o r-• 0 ··· , ·o � n  s ; . •o � ....., c• . ,.., , . .,r y . .,....; ec c.�• T�1_eo·J...,......._ .- o ·_" p_l_::i_+_. ;:._ :_-.�-\..) • .l : .  :: 1 1 .....,. 1 � - �  C .1  "'- V • : .  · . 1  ' • ·  .:. .. ,J . · .L _.1.. o '-' ..1.. J - •  - - - '-, .._., 
c:.nd Eh eJ _ _  s ,  Sc co:1· :' iit:i.0 :1 C :c�r2.·.•:-?..'. l. Foo.•.: Co::-.:p :�.n: ' , Inc. , ]"··:.,.-
y-0-:::, .- --:.·�-;;.,·.-:--v c y,,.· 7 0 c c-, ¥) 3 ;.., o .:.. 1\. ,  . . ..... . .  - • - i ·. , -- ,• ,/ / / ' � • � • 
( 6 )  
�\ [000] ( 7 ) 
( 8 ) 
The above molecules are e�ployecl by first placing each molecule ' s 
central value over each nodal point o · rrhe next step is to sum 
algebraically th e terms refmltinr- from the multipli cation of each 
molecule ' s  compommt b r it,s correspondi ng stress  function value . This 
sum11.ation gives the stress  at each nodal point . 
C .  Bound2.r:r Value Probl E:::i s 
1 .  General 
Str ctural sections investigat ed by the finite difference 
m ethod a.re referred. to in the literature as "boundary value ptoblems . n 
Thi s  is  due to the fact that the boundc'.ry values  of the stress function 
depend upon th e 102.ding conditions applied at the boundary of the 
section . Such values ., 1r hich c2.n be  det er: ined r.-1.atheJ"!atically ., are 
the cor�rolling values _for the stress  function throughout the dQnain 
of the pl clt e and he 1cefo ... th are stati 1ized along the boundary . 
Since the b:i.har:-:1oni c .. , olecu1c nust be satisfied Hhen apr lied to 
each j nterior noaal point with-' n the do::1a · n ., initial stress  func vion 
value.., are l:.s c• i :;ned for eacn nodal ' o  · nt and an it er2.t · ve tecrmi r ue 
:i. s empJ.o:. cd to r:o c .if;,.,. t . e sc v?.11-1. es  so  that the bih�E'."�o::-1i c .. o7 ecule 
9 
is sat i sfied . then the rnolewlo i s  qpplied to. interior points 
adj acent to the bounc ar·;,,r , v2. 1 .. C:s of tho stress function innnedi te  y 
outside th e boundc ry arc requir ed. For this reason the stress 
function valuec for points outsi �e the bounda.ry ---re ascertained by 
extrapolating the stres s functio  values on the boundary. 
2. Gene:cal Stress Function Boundary Equations 
Consider a th in elastic rect, angular plate hinged along the 
short edgef; and free alonz the other edees, and subj �cted to a uniform 
longitudinal compression ,  as shm- rn in Figure L 
d 
·-
l l'; D 
") L C 
1 
+ 
Figure 1 .  Th e F\.111 Plc te  
Due to symmetf�y- abom., t e vertical r nd th_e  horizontal axes , 
the so ution to the bcr:.rnun· v !', h  e prDblen can th_erefore be obtained 
by cons ··_ ering onl one cna :eter of the plate a s  sho m in Figure 2. 
Thi considcr· Lt:i on alloHs the sc:;me  nu1.1ber of nodal points dictated 
by th e c-tora_r;e ccipacit;y of t}1 0 crn11.1mt er ..... o be distributed over a 
smalle:r area . Henc e:forLh , the ac cur2 cy of the solution will be in­






Figure 2 .  ·n e -�ue.r ·. er Plat e 
a 
11 
With th e coor i 1 n t c  axe select ed as �hown in Figure 2 ,  th e 
stress functj_ on � on tlr n  buuno.a�·y · f.3 evaluat e 1 due to th e ext ernal 
stresses  °n c1 nd °r,  1-rhc-1° 
and 
6i1S - -· ---
On = axial co.1rnressi  ve stress alo 1g th e side A-B , 
er;. -- a:x:::i. "l  resulti. 1F1 co:r,pressi ve stres s on the throat 
section C-D , 
( 9 )  
S -- half width of the plat e ( di stance A-B i n  Figure 2 )  , 
R � throat �icth at th e cent erline of th e notch 
( distance  C-D in Figure 2) -
Starting from the origin al ong A-B ,  th ere act s the uni.fol'mly 
di stribut ed co::·,1pressive stress  of int emd_ty °n ·  Th erefo:ce , 
a. nd 
c,2 4  
o = s_�� :-= o: ( 10 )  
y �x2 n 
Int egr a tin.� b·ii ce  w5 th ref,pect to x, 
2 
,1 - /("'" X �',I V + C X -L C 
n 2 . 1  2 
( 11 )  
( 12 )  
v:h ere C\ n c are con ste.n s of int egration . 
2 
At . ./. Oln l, l , 
x = O 
Hence 
and 




cnn be tnken c1 rbitrarily as z ero valu es 
sine ... point A , � ¢  s a reference point for ¢ ana -_- . 
d x 
Th erefore , �lone the boundaY 7 A-B ,  
a.nd 
� ¢  = 0 )r 11 ... ( lla ) 
( 12a ) 
Equation ( lla ) sh o'.-rs th at the slope of th e stre s s  function 
vari es linef1rly w:i. th th e di st2nce from the r ef erence point along th e 
x-ax.i.. s .  Equation ( 1 2c� )  sh o'.-r �; that th e str-es s function is  a se cond 
degr e pt r2. oJ. EL 
Th e stress  functj on value  c2n be det e :nined at point B by sub-
stitm.,inf-( x 
and 
S in equations ( lla ) and ( 12a ) . Therefor . , at po.:.nt B ,  
c2 
¢ - 0 
0 
n 2 
0 ¢  - -- 0. s �x n 
( 12b ) 
( llb ) 
13 
The boundary B:c is  subj ect to pure compres sive stress in the 
· y-direction . The ref ore ,  
then 
Integrating twi ce with respect to y, and knowing that 
2 a ¢  = o 
oxay 
( 13 )  
But at point B, there are only normal stresses along the side 
A-B in the y-direction . Hence , 
and 
0¢  - 0 a; -
C = 0 
3 
The stress function value at B is reduced t o  
¢ = c  
4 ( 14) 
where c4 is  a constant of integration and equals the value for ¢ 
obtained at point B on the side  A-B . Therefore , at point B ,  
s2  ¢ = <£ - ( 12b ) n 2 
Hence ,  along the boundary E-C, 
c:: 2 
¢ = constant = on � , 
2 
( 14a ) 
2 0 4 3 8 8  ��• JTH DAKOTA ST A TE UNIYeRSITY U8RARY 
·,: 14 
�¢  0 --r y  ( 15)  
and 
� {l5 = (f C 
� n
'.) ( 16 )  
Thi s  value i s  th e scimc a�� for B ol t _ined .from . equation ( llb) . 
Thi s  i ndi cat es t}1 at th e stress  function i s  constant along the side 
C-B and it s value is equ�-ll to the stress function value calculated 
for point B .  
Along the boundary C-D,  there ' . ct v a uniformly di stributed 
compre s sive stresw of intensi ty 0-r. Therefore , 
and 
Int egrating h,d_ce  1-.rith rcspec"t, to x, 
� ¢  = (j X + c
5 0X r 
2 
r,<, = � x ._:.. c x + c  .,,, vr - ' 5"' 6 2 
( 17 )  
( 18 )  
The t erms c 5  c. nd c 6  nre consta L, S of i ntegration which can b e  
evaluated by i , tcL .. ch :�n� ¢ ·- [): i �� at uoint C ·with tho s e  given for point 
0X 
-
B · n equat� ons ( 12b) a nd ( llb ) re fpectively . 
Along the ver L-i cal line D-:.S there are no ext erna forces ap-r-1lied . 
Therefore ,  the v2,lues  _>, ¢ and }y� a_ ong D-E must be th e same as tl"o s e  
r X  
for oint D .  Henc e , 
,· 
. . � 
and 
¢ = o 
'?:J y  
. . . ·  . . 
-�· _..-......,_� _ ___,_____, __ 
15 
( 19 )  
( 20 )  
where K1 i s  a const nt th ,rt, cen be obt, inec from equation ( 17 )  with 
x as the di stanc 0 from th e 1 -&x i s to po · nt D .  
Int egrating equation ( 20 ) wUh respect t o  x, 
At point D, ¢ mu:;t  hnve the san'le va.lue ca1 culated. from the side C-D . 
Therefore , the stress  function alon_g the side D-E is  constant and 
equal to the value obtc�ined o..t point D fro:-11 C-D . This  value i s  true 
be cause the side D--� is  at a constant di �,tcnce x from the y-axi s .  
Therefore ,  
and 
and 
¢ - constant = c7 
K1 = 0 at point D o.nd along D-E ( 21 )  
Along t_h e side E-L there ar� n o  forces  appli ed . Therefore , 
"A�[q = o , 
�x2 
: . .  -- �-- . 
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where cs and c9 nrc constr.n L s  o.f j n-L cLro.ti on ,.-!hi ch can be evaluated 
by ma-t, ,..hi' n,.., r-1 ..., 1d � P -:-. J _.  • .1. E . ' 1  tl · .r:> • t D · .- ,, - � , y:, cd �-· , •. l, J lO . l . l 1 v  1·n\, 1 · wse  e;:1.ven l. or poin in 
equationc ( 17 )  and ( H� ) . 
It i s  renli7, cd th e, t the line F- J j s a line of syHm1etry . Due 
to thi s fact the operator rn lecule c&.11 be applied to points on the 
boundary line F / ext ending to point s a.lone t-wo lines  outside this 
boundary . Thcref ore, th e st:ces s fun ct ion values along F-A are not 
controlling Vc.lues ncJ th ey ,.r e modi fied with it eration . 
It has also been notic d that the line c:..D is a line of symmetry 
and the s�me proc�dure s for line F A  could have been adopted . How­
ever , if  this  proc8d· n·e had been fo_ lmrnd, the problem i'lOuld have been 
difficult . This  is  true  due to the fact that the assumed uniform stress 
distribut · on Or gives cont:rollin:Z values of the stress function along 
the boundary C· D .  1 uni fon:L normal di stribution will b e  accurate 
enough for large size notch8s, wl1i ch i s  the case in this  investiga.tion . 
However, the -r1otmt of error wi., 1 be  slightly increased if the notches 
are sm 1ler. 
3 . Stres s  Funcc..ion V2.lt1-. .. s Cut�ide the P•oundary 
The amount of info1�-;1ati on to evaluat e points out side the 
boundary is  nesligi bl e .  1-Tevcrth sless , in this  i nvestigation, va ues  
of the stress flmc·� ion out side th e boundary are obtained either by 
extrapolation or , ,-,;h e:r· e · t 2..�plies , .fro .. 1 co�1 :.. tions of SJ': , 1n:etry . 
· , � 
The values of the stress function immediat.ely beyond the 
· boundary A-B are taken idcnti ca). to those  on the boundary itself . 
Thi s assumption i s  vali d s i nce the . member can be considered as a 
conti nuous plate . 
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The value beyond B along A-B i s  determined by extrapolation of 
the second degree parobola for the function along A-B . For the line 
D-C ,  the value beyond C i s  determined by ext rapolation o f  the second 
degree parabola for the function along D-C .  
Values for the exterior point s beyond the line B-.C are computed 
on the assumption that the values of th e stress  function vary linearly 
between the exterior points beyond point s B and C .  Thi s  assumption 
is valid since the variation between the values at the exterior points . 
beyond B and C i s  not very large and the rate of change of warping 
along the boundary A-B does not vary considerably . 
Values  for the ext erior points beyond D-E and E-F are assumed to 
be identical to those on the boundary it sel f . Thi s  is  justified 
since there are no normal or shearing stress es applied to these 
boundari es.  
Since the line F-A i s  a line of symmetry ,  the stress function 
values of points along two lines outside the boundary line A-F are 
equal to the corresponding opposite values inside the boundary . 
4 . Iterat�ve Technique for Determining Int erior Values of the 
Stres s  Function 
After the equations for the boundary stress function values 
are obtained , the surface of the plate i s  replaced by a lattice system 
··� 18 
of squar spacin. r:: . 1l1hc s L:r- 0 :� s  f1 1.11ct:i.on valu es '"' re them calculated 
· for eac 1 dj ere ·, c point on th e fi_xf2c. bou1 1c  aries  a nd :iJi , ediately ou l.,­
side th e s e  oundr:trics . In.' t, j al st . ·css f nction values  are then 
as sir;ned for E- L,. c. 1 dic- cJ"'c·� c po::_n-:, , :i thin th e do!11ain and a,long th e 
vertical c cnt erl:i nc  F-1. . At L, .1 :l s r.:;t c  2 c  each no al poin-L, has either o... 
strec- s functio1 val n o  or e n  a::. sir,ned valu e . This  inf orma.tion i s  taken 
as ccmputer input . 
An itcrati v e  'L, e ,hniC'u0 s empl.oyed to  sati sfy th e biharmonic 
opera.tor I clecule 1 1he1n c.r this  i s  applied to ea.ch int erior- nodal 
point and to points D.lon; t . 1 0  ve1--ti cal centerline . B-y this technique 
th e mole cule i s  2.ppl:L ed to every point on th e plat e ., and the existing 
stress  funct i on value is rc)laced e2ch t :Lrn e  by a nodified computed 
value . By t is  proces s , the dres s  function values on the it erated 
poi nt s are " forced ; r  to converge to suitable values dictat ed by the 
stres s  function valt . es · on 2.nd :i..Er:1odi2.t ely out side the controlli ng 
fixed bounda:rj_ es . 
As the ccnv .rgcnce of the syst er;: continues , th e biharmonic 
molecule be co�es �ere  nearly satisfi ed at each nodal point within 
th e don:ain , · nd th e resi ual for each nodal point it erated  approaches 
zero. 
'I h e  en t:1 re procer;; s  has be en progrr:.1:-l!:ted. in Fortan II language for 
cal cu 2.tion  on the If: �  1620 electronic ccr.,..cpute--�. . The progr-;;n i s  given 
in Apps;1cl-i x It has been so constr · ct ed th at t �o al1 es are 
print ed b:r U1 8 .J. :-�� E;;".-;j_ 5_t er after e2. ch it eratio� . The f:_rs · n-, !::ber �. s 
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j_n two .... uccess:L v c  i t eratj ons ., whi e th e s e cond number i s  the larg est 
per c ent azc of char(� C  bct\·reen t\.,,o "'uc c e s s i  ve it erati.ons . Th ese bio 
numbers supply -:, vi su8.l rmmin� che ck on the conv ,rg ence of th e 
syst r1 . 
5 .  Det el" d.nat:i.on of Strc  ' Sss  
After th e final value of the stress func:tion ¢ has been 
deter lined at each point , th e stre sses  6'x, oy , and T xy 
are determined 
by their finite diff ercnce operacor mole cules  as  sho�·m in equations 
( 6 ) , ( 7 ) , .and ( 8 )  respcc "t.,ivcly . Det er-n.ination of th se stresses is  
obta:i..n ed by utilizing th e iterated stre s s  .function values and · is  
included 2�S a pz,rt of progr2.m I in  Appendix A .  Th e  stresses are 
pun ch ed out on c2rds for everJ point in th e · plat e . 
CHAl-T;J{ TII 
CFT.CJC/�L BUCI� - ,J i-JG MJALYSIS 
. . . . 
. - . �-.........._- ��-----
Chapter II illustr�t es  th e adnpt�bility of the - finit e difference s 
r.1ee,hod to  t : e  cor!·1putaU ons of elastic  stresses at different point s 
\l\rithin the dona.in of the pl.a· e .  1}ith the stress es  lmmm , and u sing 
the s�1e procedure , it is  possible to replac e the plat e-deflection 
equation by fini t e--ci ff erenc e ec:uations13 in vol vin8 the stresses  and 
the criti cal multiple of s·Gres s e s  that will cause  elastic buckling . 
The th eore vical det er!:-tination of the elastic buckling load of a 
not ched plat e such 2. s that shown in Figure 1 w:l.11 be presented. herein . 
Althou.gl1 th e true TJlate strcm�th requires imrestigation of buckling 
into the pla stic  rangeH - , the elastic buckline load is physi cally 
impo: .... tant ir1 design be cause .:. t is actually· the initial step -; n 
chanc;in s the ple.t e configu.rat · on that will eventually lead to con-
plete failure . 
The ideal 1�1eth nd of sol vinE; a plate-bucl:ling problen is  to  obtain 
an exa ct soluticn in a clo s ed forr:1 of th e differential equa.tion for 
the buckled shnpe1 5 : 
14 b.: d n f-- r;, - ..!.. • ,  :.. • '-'o • 
15s . 1':i� ,.o Ehe:::-:o c.nd u .  :L Gere , mheor-'r of :�J. 2. s - . i c  St, e.b:.J_i t;,r 
C-i:cGrc:1:-:-�:L .. l ?:oo� =  Cc .. p2.:1: r , IncoT:-x,_ 2,L,d ., 1 Te.r Yo·--_..c , = � cf.- Yer�{ , J. ; cl ) ) 
!) , 3 4 : . 
where 
w = Deflection perp�ndicular to middle surface _  of plate .  
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( 22 ) 
Nx = Normal force per unit edee length a ctin.g · in the x-direction . 




= Shear force per unit length in the .xy-plane . 
= Flexural rigidity of plate = Et
3 
12( 1- �2 ) 
= Young ' s  modulus . 
= Plat e thickness. 
= Poisson ' s ratio . 
Although an exact solution to the governing equilibrium equations 
and spe cified boundary conditi?ns can in principle be founct16 for many 
buckling problems , certain practical computational difficulties 
usually arise . Yet the existence of the not ch in the plate makes 
the problem more involved , and an exact solution for equation ( 22) 
becomes impossible. Consequently, the solution has been obtained by 
the use  of an approximate method . The method of finite-differences 
is  chosen agajn for detem�ning the buckling loads .  Equation ( 22 )  can 
be generated in finite-difference form from the stresses  at the nodal 
points and then all calculations are perfo:ri::ed by the use of an 
electronic coraput er. 
16G. Gerard , Introduction to Structural Stability Theory (IkGr-aw­
Hill Book Gompany , Incorporated , New York , IJew York , 1961) , p .  3 48 .  
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B .  The Eigenvalue Problem 
A s  the buckling characteris�ics of a notched plate are highly 
influencing its load carrying capacity , then the s�allest compressive 
stress for which the unbent configuration ceas es to be stable , is  
highly valuable .  The following as sumptions17 are ma.de to obtain some 
comparable results . 
1. The plate is  made of perfectly elastic ,  homogeneous 
material . 
2 .  The plat e is perfectly flat before loads are applied . 
3 . The loads are applied in the plane of the middle surface  
of the plate . 
If the plate is  assumed to  be in eq�ilibrium in a slightly bent 
state under the critical compressive load , P per unit length , then 
the transverse deflection , w(x,y ) , must satisfy Equation ( 22 ) . As a 
matter of fact there exist a large number of compressive loads , P 
per unit length , that satisfy this equation . Then the eigenvalue 
problem18 consists of determining the deflected configuration w and 
the smallest load at the verge of plate buckling . The critical load 
depends upon " A1 1  and it is kno1,,m as the " eigenvalue" . 
By finite differences method , the differential equation for the 
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deflected shape of the plate can be reduced to the form : 
17Ibid . ,  p . 39 .  
18s .  H .  Crandall , £2.· cit . , p . 282 .  









Substituting Nx = crxt ,  NY 
= cryt and N.xy = T .xyt and multiplying 
all tenns by h4 , the equatio� above then takes the fonn 
W =  
t hil. r;\r;\/7\ '1": 




When all the stresses are nonnalized to a unit stress at the top 
: ( "p = 1) , then <rp can be factored out of the bracketed portion and 
the equation reduces to 
where 
w _  
A u; r,\ I:;\ r,\ + ,r,;, 
· (l- � 2. tS:.  0 p p 
th2 
A = (fi_p __ 
D -
w ( 23 )  
The stresses �, a-y and Txy 
are non-dimensional multiples of a unit 
stress at the top of the plate . 
The critical buckling stress ,  a:p , is  then given by the equation er 
( 24) 
The only unknown on the right side of equation ( 24) is the eigenvalue 
A, which defines the critical buckling stress , a:P • er 
C .  As.:1urn ed poundc:q:_ _Condj t:i_ons 
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Hhen th e c ent er of th e bi.harmoni c molecule in - equation ( 23 )  is 
applied to nodo.l point s :iJ iu-;"tecliately inside th e boundary , the operator 
will e.xt cn to point s :iJrnnodiatelJ beyond th e boundary • .  Consequently, 
plate deflections rnu.si.. be knmm at such point s .. \·Then the cent er of 
_ th e mole cule is applied to point s  on the boundary it self , the molecule 
will extend to t-v:o point s :lmrnediately out side th e boundary and henc e 
the plate deflE)ctions must 2.lso be  rmmm at these  points . 
For tl; e  siriply supported edges  of th e plate in Fieure 1 ,  the 
· deflections at points  iJrnnecliately out side the boundary are assumed 
equal i n  v2,l1J.e and opposit e in sign to the corresponding deflections 
immediately inside the boundary2·0 . For the fre e  edge s ,  it is  assumed 
that when they deflect they maintain th eir slope beyond the free 
boundc>,ry21 • Thi s  as sumption i s  pref erred over any other method because 
it result s in a convergent matrix i·.rhi ch will yield a critical 
loadinz constant ( see  Appendix C ) . 
D .  
�'lhen th e pLde :L s  repla ced i...-ith a s et of  nodal points of  number 
n, :i t  is pos sible to app�y the differenc e equation ( 23 ) to each poi·1t , 
and thi s  will result in a set of n equ.ati.ons i.·r..i..th n unknowns . In 
matri.:<: form the s e  ec;u2tions can be r eI)res ent sd as J'ollous : 
-20s . Timoshenko a.nd u • l- : .  Gere ., .£2 . cit . , p . 3 29 . 
21,7 
LJ • Shoukry , 9_ . cit . , DD . 
a 0 a ct w, b 6 b w, 
I I 1 2.  I J  '" I I  1 2 IJ , ,, 
a wt b wz. t i 1 1 
0. w b � J J I  = A  J I  
( 25 )  
0. C( wn b b wn I'\\ nn I'l l  nn 
Equation ( 25 )  can l>c e:•9r s s cd · n th e matrix .fonr1 : 
( 26 ) 
wh ere [ A ] and [ B ] arc s qtw.rc r.iatri c e s  of order n ,  [ w] is a colt.mm 
matrix, an i\. i s  a s calar quantity . 
If e;quation ( 26 )  i s  pr e-multiplied by the inverse of the matrix 
or 
wh ere [ G ]  i s  a s(j ,.a.re  matrix · of  order n and eque.ls [ A] -l [ B ]  , 
Squ2.ti o:1 ( 27 ) c2..n be redu c ec. t o  the form 
} [ 1 ; ]  = [ G ] [  \i l 
k [ ': r ] - - [ G ] [ �·1- ] 
( 27 )  
( 28 ) 
wh ere 
k 1 "i• 
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In the me 0hod to  be de�cribcd j n  the succ eeding section , 
generally the largest ei scnvalue is found first . 22 Then the smallest 
ei genv2.lue i\ ,  whi ch i s  the one of concern in this investigation , is 
the reciprocal o.f th e larr,est ei3envalue J c . [v ·] · j_ s lmm-m as the 
eigenvector and j_ t, gives  the relative deflecti ons at the nodal points -
of the plate \vhen norr:1.aJ i z ed to K
l
. 
· E . It era.ti ve Techniqu __ g _ _[.9r Computing the Criti cal Buckling_ Stress 
'I'he it era.ti ve technfrue23 follm·red in computing the criti cal 
bucklin� stress  fro1:1 eq1Jatj_on ( 28 )  is based upon finding a matrix 
[w '] which j_ s proportion 1 to [ 'd J ;  that is , each element of [w] is 
a scalar multiple  of the corresponding element in [w 1 ] . The scalar 
multiple , then , i s  t he  ei.cscnvalue k .  
In the iteration process ( s e e  Appendi x D) , a trial vector [,·r '] 
j_ s assuned for the ei :senvalne proble:n gi vcn · in equation (3 1) . The 
td a1 vector i s  cLosen r n  that it s first elenent is unity, although 
thj_s i s  not a ne cessity . The matrix [c] is  then multi plied by [v.- 1] 
and a co] v:�n natrix [1: r 1 •J results . 
[ G ] [ W ' ]  = [ 1-; ' rJ ( 29 )  
22p. C . �--'a.n?-: , :.�Ui:1er�_ c2�l �nd Latrix :-:ethods i n  Structural ?-:ech2�ics  
( J ohn :, -iley a.nd  2ons , IncorporcJ.ted, �-ie�.-r Yor� , new York , 1966) , pp . 
lE:2- 25 . 
23 , i I o�.d . , D .  E 6 . 
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The colum11 nn,trL .. [ 1,-.; 1 _ , ] j s normal i z ed by ·factoring put ( w1
1 1 ) • 
Th en ( w1 ' 1 ) is th e s calar· multipl e .  Th e matrix [w ' '] replac e s [w 1 ] 
in equat i on ( 29 ) and a new . 12,trix [w 1 1 •] result s . Aft er [\·r 1 1 1 ] i s  
norrnnli z ed by fact oring out ( -vr1
1 1 1 ) , the two s calar·s ( '\ 
1 1 ) and 
(w1
1 1 1 ) are ch eck ed if th ey are equal . I f  not , [w i 1 1] replaces [w •l 
i n - equati on ( 29 )  and the pro c e s s  continue s . If th e same scalar 
result s in s everal su c c e s sive int erations , this s calar i� then · th e 
largest eigenvalue , and the 1ast [·.P] i s  th e eir; enve ctor whi ch is 
proporti o1!al to  [\·I] . 
Th e pro c e s s  he,3 been pro2;rarnmed · for the c omput er and it i s  given 
in Appendix ll. .  Th e prograJTL instruct s th e typei.-rrit er t o  type th e 
scalar whi ch has been factored out after each it eration . If the sarr,e 
scalar results in s everal succes sive iterations , th e computer is 
instruct ed t o  punch out th e s calar a s  1:1ell as th e elements of th e 
eigenve ctor whi ch are the relative defle ctions . 
Oth er aux..i.l:i. ary prot;rasns needed for th e det ermination of th e 
ei genvalu e j t eration are a matrix inversion progra--.1 c�nd a program for 
mu lti plyi ne; an j nvcrted square r.riatrix by another matri x of th e same 
order . Th e hro pro�ra.rn s  are shov.rn i n  App endix A . 
CHAPTE:t JV 
THE GEIJ11:AL CG IPir_ESSION PLATE PROBLET{ 
A .  S�res� Function .Y_ah��2 
Chapters II and III dea.J. uith the theory involved in the detew:.ii­
nation of the criti cal buckling load for a rectangularly notched 
plate under uniform compresrsion. Four plates with th e same overall 
dimensi ons but different size  not ches  a.re considered t o  illustrate 
the effect of not cl1 size on th e buckling load . The overall height-to­
·width , ,aspect ratio 1 1  of all the plates · is taken as 1/2, 1, 3/2 ,  and 
2 for a const2nt notch Hidth . The plates will b e  referred to by the 
lett ers A ,  B ,  C, and D for the aspect ratios 1/2, 1 ., 3/2, and 2 
respectively . 
A s  it was point ed out :i n Chapter II , the quart er plate will be 
considered in calculating both the stress di stribution and the 
critical buckling load in th e plate . The deflection of the plate 
will be  as sur,-·_ed syr:r,:etri cal about both the horizontal and the vertical 
axes of the full plate . A square systerr1 with a spacing r rhn 1trill be  
employed . The dimensi on s of both the :plate and the notch will be  
expressed in  terns of  this spacin8 as shmm in Figure 3 . 
The general bc1mdary �,tress  function equations in Appendix � will 
be expres sed in terr:-.s of a varyj_ng dist2.nce x along the x and y-a.xes 
as shoim in Figure 3 . The value ! !ah : 1 indic.s.tes  half the width of the 
plate  at the throat s e ction. ihe only v2.lue chan,;ints is  1 1 bh : !  Hhi ch 
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. Figm·e L t  shoH..., {h c;r,·tootli ::;11.rfe. ce  formed by_ the stress . function 
values at tbe  boun c:-.1�-:f ] : nc for plate D .  An e�Ktension of these 
surfaces , to j_ncJ.ude th e stress func c,j_ on values  within the boundaries , 
yields a smooth undulatinrr surface on th e plane of the plate . 
Figures 5 ,  9 ,  13 , e nd 17 r.;lve th e computer outputs for the 
stress function after iternt ·i on for th e four quarter plates A,  B ,  C ., 
and D respectively . Fig-ures 6 ,  10 , 14 , and 18 give the stress vaJ.ues 
in the x-direction for plates  ,\, B ,  C ,  and · D respectively . Figures 
7 ,  11 ,  15 , and 19 give the stress values in the y-direction .for plates  
A ,  B ,  C ., and D respecti vel;y· .. Figures 8,  12 ., 16 , and 20 give the 
sh earine stress  values for plates A ,  B ,  C, and D respectively . For 
all the plates  the top w:i..clth of the notch is taken equal to 1 1 8h 1 1  
while the length i s  taken equal to  4h , 8h , 12h ., and 16h according to 
plates A ., B,  C,  and D respectively . 




for plate 1 .  
respectively ) • 
are given in Append:i...x ? ( Figures 23 , 24 ., 25 ., and 26 
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0 2 6 0 4 1  0 3 9 co 1 9 
. o s 7 -
0 o 0 0  0 0 0  0 c 0 0 o . o o  
. 0 2  0 1  0 o 0 0  o . o o 
. 0 3 0 2  0 o 0 0  0 o 0 0 
. 0 4 0 2  o . o o o . o o  
. 0 6  0 3  0 o 0 0  0 o 0 0 
0 5  o . o o  o . o o 
0 6  o . o o  o . o o 
0 0  0 • 0 0. . ·. 0 • 0 0 
Shearing Stress �xy 
for 
Plate D 
0 0  
0 0 2  0 0 0  
0 0 3 0 0 0  
0 0 4 0 0 0  
0 0 6 0 0 0  
0 0 8 0 0 0  
G l 0 0 0 0  
o l 2 0 0 0  
o l 3 0 0 0  
0 1 4- 0 0 0  
o l 2 0 0 0  
0 0 8 0 0 0  
0 0  
0 o 0 0  o . o o 
o ., o o 0 o 0 0 
o . o o  0 o 0 0  
0 o 0 0  Q .,  0 0  
Q ., 0 0 0 o 0 0 
o o o o- 0 o 0 0  
O o O O . 0 . 0 0  




Appendix R gives the criti cal buckling coeffi cients for the 
various  pl'\t 8s  in  terins  of th e eigenvalues 11 A" a s  obtained from 
comput er output s . Figure 21 shows the critical buckling coefficients 
versu s the not ch aspect ratio .  This  gives a clear indication as to 
the effect of the notch size on the critical buckling load for various 
notch e s . Th e grapl shows that with the increase ·or the aspect r·atio 
of the notch , the  criti cal bu ckling load wi ll decrease . Thi s  is  not 
surpri sing .sinc e  a larger not ch will give a reduced buckling strength . 
The grnph also shows that the critical ·buckling strength does not 
vary li nearly 1-d th the aspect ratio of the notch. Four points on the 
curve were obtained from the computer analysis. The fifth point for 
( · )
24 d f 1 t ·  the solid plnte zero a�3pect ratio was obtaine rom a so u ion 
in a closed form . All points follow a curvilinear smooth relationship 
which i ndicates  good a.greement between the theore v ically obtained 
point and the values obtained by the finite difference approach . 
Th e rel ationship beb:een the computed eigenvalue A and 
Timoshonko ' s buckling coefficient value nK"  is as follows : 
K - 'TT'2 /\. 
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Tabl e 1 s1J.111i"!1a1�i '.6 e s  th e eizenvalue r e sult s  and includes . the 







TABLE 1 .  Bitr,envalue Re sult s 





0 . 0505 
0 . 0372 
0 . 0276 
0 . 0262 
K = -rr2 A 
0 . 698 
0 . 498 
0 . 368 
0 . 273 
0 . 258 
-----------====.:::.-_-:_--:._-_-:._--:._-_-:_,-_-_-_-_-_-_--:._-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:._-_-_-_-_-_-_--:._-_-_-:= ___ _ 
C .  Numeri cal. Ex-:1}1_�_pl� 
It i s  required to det ermine th e criti cal buckling load for a 
plate 36 x 72 j nches  -.1ith a square hole of width 14 . 4  inches � 
Assuming a steel 2Jlat e 1.·iith 
� = O . J 
t = 7 /4 in. 
and 
E = 29 x 106 psi , 
then 
10h = 3 6/2 i n . 
Therefore ,  
h - 1. 8  .:..n . 
Now . '· 
and 
Therefore , 
But , . 
Therefore ,  
and 
� = . 03 72 ,  from Table 1 ,  
1\,. - A D l'JX - 2 • 
er h 
Et3 D = -----
12( 1 :_ v 2 ) 
= 29 X 106 X ( 1/4)3 
12 ( 1  .- 0 . 09 ) . 
= 4 . 15 x 104 lb . in . 
o _ _  . 03 72 X 4 . 15 X 104 . · xcr -- ( 1/h ) x ( l . f ) 2 
= 1910 psi 
N = 1910 ( 1/4) X er 
=. 477. 5 lb . /in_. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUi'11:iAiff AHD CONCLUSIONS 
• A .  General Sumri:.arv ---- -----.J..-
One of the purposes of this work was to determine the critical 
buckling load in a rectangularly notched plate under uniformly axial 
compression . In the analytical approach followed , a det erminatio•n 
of the elasti c stress distribution in the plate was a necessaty first 
step . The stress value was detennined at each of a set of discrete 
points  vrithin a domai n which was consist ent with the boundary values .  
With the stresses kno1rm , it was possible t o  incorporate their values 
into an eieenvalue problem , and the critical buckling coefficient was 
obtained . The process was followed to determine the critical buckling 
load for four plates with different notch sizes in order to investigate 
the effect of the not ch size on the load capacity of the plate. 
It had been assumed that the plate buckling configuration was 
sy1nmetrical about both axes of th e plat e .  Du e  t o  this fact and for 
the sake of i ncreasing accuracy within the storage capacity of the 
computer , the quart er plat e was considered . 
The munerical approach followed in  this work employed the finite 
differences t e chnique.  The entire process was calculated on a 
digital comput er . 
The follm'ling conclusions r.-,ay be drm-m : 
1 .  Thi s Hork should b e  considered a s  a basi s for future 
investigati on . ; ;cmy s i.nilar pro bl ens c2-11 be solved 
by some modification of the basic methods , equations , 
techniques ,  and computer . programs . 
2.  The stress  contours indicate that the not ch corners . are 
points of high stress consideration . 
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3 . The results obtained for the critical buckling coefficients 
for the four notched plates  are reasonably accepted . This 
is  due to the fact that the four values ·obtained electronically 
go in hannony with the value for a solid plate obtained in 
a closed form . This is shovm in Figure 21. 
4 .  Certain assUJTiptions have been introduced because of the 
limit ed capacity of the computer used. This  might affect 
the accuracy of the result s . However , with a wider computer 
capacity such assumptions can be eliminated,  and as a 
consequence the accuracy can be increased . 
5 . The computer time required for iteration process , matrix 
inversion , matrix multiplication , and eigenvalue iteration 
was relatively long. This time can be reduced by either 
considering a lesser degree of accuracy or using a faster 
computer. 
6 .  The finite diffe·rences  approach ,  being an  approximate 
numerical method of analysis , introduced small error in the 
stress  distribution values . The finite differences buckling 
equation cau sed a.ddi tional error. Part of this  was caused 
by the inherent properties of finite differences  approximation. 
.., ' 




1 \ \ 
The error in finite differenc�s solutions· always give · buck-
ling loads · on the low side . 1 Moreover ., with errors of 
opposite sign, it is evident that a relatively accurate 
solution would result . 
B.  Future Areas of Study and Research: 
The use of numerical techniques in detennining critical buckling 
loads in notched plates is relatively new. There a.re many problems 
that can be worked out with the same basic method followed here . Sane 
of the future areas of study and research are listed below. 
1 .  The  ef'f ect of different types of loading needs to be 
investigated. 
2 .  The effect of different types of support needs to be 
investigated. 
3 • The height to width aspect ratio for the plate considered 
was constant . Different plates with di.f'f erent overall 
aspect ratios need to be investigated .  This will lead to 
the determination of the relation between the) critical 
buckling coefficient and the aspect ratios of both the 
notch and the plate . 
4 . The top width of the notch was kept co·nstant in this work 
and the ratio of the width of the notch to the width of 
the plate was alscr constant • . The effect of variation of 
this ratio on load capacity needs to  be investigated .  
,. 
'.1 • 
I . , 
: i.'t,.; 
': .\ ' 
,. 
' .  
; . , ·  
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5·. The notch in the plate considered was rectangular . Effect 
of other types of notches. on loading capacity needs to be 
investigated . 
NOTATION 
The following notation is used in thi s thesis :  
a = coefficient of half width of plate at throat section 
b = coeffici ent of half length of notch 
c = constant of integration 
D = flexural rigidity = Et3 /12( 1--i) 
d = width of plate 
E = modulus of elasticity 
h = the spacing dimension for the square network used 
K1 = constant of integration 
k = largest eigenvalue 
1 = length of plate 
N , N  = nonnal forces per unit edge length acting in the x and y 
X y 
directions , respectively 
Nzy = shear force per unit length acting in the .xy-plane 
R = half width of plate  at the throat 
S = half width of plat e at the solid sect ion 
t = thickness of �late 
w = deflection per.pendicular to the middle surfac e  of the web 
plate 
x = variable distance along the x-axis 
y � variable di stance along the y-a.xis  
A =  smallest eigenvalue 
. ✓ = Poi sson ' s r�tio 
� = axial compressive stres� applied at t op of plate 
6p = stress  at top of plate = on 
6;. = axi al resulting compressive stress  at throat of plate 
� = stress in the x-direction 
6y- = stress  in the y-direction 
�xy = shearing stress  at any point 
¢ = the stress function 
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P R OGR AM  I 
C A F OR T R A N  I I  P R OGRA M  FOR  SA T I S F Y I NG T H £  
, 
C B I HA RMON I C MOL E C UL E  A ND COMP U T I NG S I GX ,  S I GY 
C A N D  T X Y  AS A P P L I E D T O  A R E C T AN G U L A R  P L A T E 
C W I T H A R EC T ANGULAR  C E N T R A L  HOL E • 
. 
C NO T C H  1 2  X 8 
C L E F T  QUA R T E R  CON S I D E R E D . 
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C AX I A L UN I FORML Y D I S T R I BUT E D  C OM P R E SS I ON LOAD  APPL I ED 
3 F O R M A T ( l l F 7 . 0 / 3 F 7 . 0 ) 
4 F O R M A T ( F l 0 . 4 , F l 0 . 4 )  
5 F O R M A T ( l l F 7 . 0 / 3 F 7 . 0 , I 3 )  
C C L E A R  T H E  A R R A Y S  
D I M E N S I O N F ( 2 3 , 1 4 ) 
6 DO 7 I =  1 ,  2 3 
DO 7 J = l , 1 4 
7 F ( I , J ) = o . o  
C F E Q U A L S  S T R E S S F U N C T I ON A T  N OD A L  P O I N T S  
C R E AD L I M I T S  ON  B I HA R MON I C A N D  S T R E S S S W E E PS  
8 R E A D 3 d < F < I , J ) , J = l , 1 4 ) , I = l , 2 3 ) 
I C A R D = - 1  
C S T A R T  A N  I T ER A T I O N -SW E E P T HE B I HA R MON I C  MOL E C U L E  
C T E S T EQUAL S L A R G E S T E R ROR  V A L U E 
C DC T E Q UA L S L A R G E S T  E R R O R  VA L U E D E C I MA L  
1 2  T E S T = o . o  
C E L E M  EQ U AL S COMP U T E D  F VAL U E S  A T  NODA L PO I N T S  
DC T = o . o  
1 3  DO  2 9  1 = 3 , 1 5 
DO 2 9  J = 3 , 1 2 
1 5 E L E M= ( 8 . * ( F ( I + l , J ) + F C I , J + l ) + F < I - l , J > + F < I , J - l ) ) 
C -2 • * C F C I +  1 , J + 1 ) + F ( I +  1 , J - 1  ) + F C I - 1  , J + 1 > + F ( I -- 1  , J- 1 ) ) 
C - l • * < F < I , J + 2 ) + F < I + 2 , J ) + F ( I , J - 2 > + F C I - 2 , J ) ) ) / 2 0 . 
C C H E C K  E R ROR . E C K  � EA N S E R RO R  C H E C K 
E C K= A B S F < F C I , J ) - E L E M ) 
I F ( E C K - T E S T l 2 5 , 2 3 , 2 3  
2 3  T E S T = E C K  
C D E C K M E A N S D E C fMA L C H E C K 
2 5  D E C K = AB S F C E C K / E L EM ) 
I F < D E C K-DC T ) 2 9 , 2 7 , 2 7  
2 7  DC T = D E C K  
2 9  F < I , J ) = E L E M  
1 1 3 D O  3 9  1 = 1 6 , 2 1  
DO  3 9  J = 3 , 7  
3 5  E L E M = ( 8 . * C F C I + l , J ) + F C I , J + l ) + F ( I - 1 , J ) + F ( I , J - l ) )  
C -2 . * C F ( I + l , J + l ) + F C I + l , J - l > + F ( I - l , J + l ) + F ( I - 1 , J- 1 > )  
C - l . * < F < I , J + 2 ) + F C l + 2 , J ) + F ( I , J- 2 ) + F C I - 2 , J )  ) ) / 2 0 .  
E C K = A B SF C F C I , J ) - E l E M ) 
I F C E C K- T E S T ) 4 5 , 3 3 , 3 3  
C ON T I N U E D  
3 3  T E S T = E C K  
4 5  D E C K= A B S F < E C K / E L EM ) 
I F C D E C K- DC T ) 39 , 3 7 , 3 7 
3 7  D C T = DE C K  
3 9  F < l , J ) = E L E M  
1 0 0 0  D O  1 0 0 1  1 = 3 , 1 5 
1 00 1 F < I , 1 3 ) = F ( I , l l )  
1 0 0 2  DO 1 0 0 3  1 = 3 , 1 5 
1 0 0 3 F ( l , 1 4 ) = F C I , 1 0 )  
1 0 0 4  DO 1 0 0 5  J = 3 , 7  
1 0 0 5 F ( 2 3 , J ) = F ( 2 1 , J ) 
PR I N T 4 , T E S T , D C T  
I F  ( S E N S E  SW I T CH  1 ) 7 3 , 1 2 
7 3  P U N C H  5 , < C F ( I , J ) , J = l , 1 4 ) , 1 C A R D , I = l t 2 3 ) 
I F  { S E N S E  SW I T C H  2 ) 7 4 , 1 2  
1 F O R M A T ( l l F 7 . 2 )  
, 
D I ME N S I ON S I G X ( 2 2 , 1 2 ) , S I G Y < 2 2 , 1 2 ) , T X Y C 2 2 , 1 2 ) 
7 4  DO 7 2  1 = 2 , 2 2 
DO 7 2  J = 2 , 1 2 
S I G Y <  I , J ) = O . O  
T X Y < I , J > = O . O  
7 2  S I G X ( I , J ) = o . o  
DO  2 0 0 ! = 2 , 1 6  
D O  2 0 0 J = 2 , 1 2 
2 0 0  S I G X C I , J ) = ( F C I , J+ l ) + F < I , J - l ) - 2 . * F ( ! , J ) ) / 2 0 .  
7 5  DO  2 0 1  1 = 1 7 , 2 2 
DO  2 0 1  J = 2 , 8  
2 0 1 S I G X (  I , J ) = C F C I , J + l  ) + F (  I , J - 1 ) - 2 . * F < I , J > ) / 2 0 .  
P U N C H  1 , <  C S I G X < I , J )  , J = 2 , 1 2 )  , ! = 2 , 2 2 ) 
7 6  DO 3 0 0  ! = 2 , 1 6 
DO  3 0 0  J = 2 , 1 2  
30 0 S I G Y C I , J ) = ( F C I - l , J ) + F l l + l , J ) - 2 . * F ( I , J )  ) / 2 0 . 
7 7  DO  3 0 1  ! = 1 7 , 2 2 
DO  3 0 1  J = 2 , 8  
30 1 S I G  Y ( I , J ) = ( F C I --1 , J > + F < I +  1 , J ) - 2 • * F C I , J ) > / 2 0 • 
P U N C H  l , C C S I G Y ( l , J ) , J = 2 , 1 2 ) , I = 2 , 2 2 ) 
7 8  DO 4 0 0  ! = 2 , 1 6 
D O  4 0 0  J = 2 , 1 2 
40 0 T X Y C I , J ) = ( F C I - 1 , J - l ) + F C I + l , J+ l ) - F C I + l , J - l >  
C F < I - l , J + l l ) / 8 0 .  
7 9  DO 40 1 1 = 1 7 , 2 2  
DO 4 0 1  J = 2 , 8  
40 1  T X Y < l , J ) = ( F C I - 1 , J - l ) + F C I + l , J + l ) - F C I + l , J - l )  
C F < I - l , J + l ) ) / 8 0 .  
P U N C H  l , C C T XY C I , J ) , J = 2 , 1 2 ) , 1 = 2 , 2 2 ) 
S T O P 
E N D  
PROG R AM I I  
P R O G R A M  FOR  I NVER T I NG N X .  N MAT R I X  
1 F O R M A T  ( 1 3 )  
2 FORMA T < 1 6 F 5 . 0 ) 
4 F O R M A T  ( 8 F l 0 . 4 ) 
D I ME N S I O N A ( 4 7 , 4 7 ) , A l l ( 4 6 )  
R E A D l , N 
DO 3 I =  1 , N 
3 R E A D  2 ,  ( A (  I , J ) , J = l  , N )  
P U N C H  1 3  
, 
1 3  FORMAT  ( 40 rl  T H E F OL LOW I NG A R E  E L E M E N T S  O F  A I NV E R S E ) 
1 0 0 DO 1 2  K = l , N 
N l = N + l  
A C l , N l ) = l . O 
DO 7 I =  2 ,  N l  
7 A C  I , N l j = O . O 
DO 8 J = 2 , N l 
8 A ( N l , J - l ) = A < l , J ) / A C l , l ) 
DO 1 1  I =  1 ,  N 
A i l < I ) = A C I , l )  
DO 1 1  J = 2 , N l 
1 1  A (  I , J - 1 ) = A C I , J ) - A I 1 C I  ) * A C N l , J - 1  > 
T Y P E  1 , K 
DO 1 2  I = 1 , N 
DO 1 2  J = l , N  
1 2  A C I , J ) = A C I + l , J ) 
DO 1 4  I =  1 ,  N 
1 4  P U N C H  4 , C A C l , J )  , J = l , N ) 
S T O P  
E N D  
, 
PROG R A M  I I I  
P R O G R A M  FOR  MU L T I P L Y I NG N X N A R R A Y  BY  N X N A RRAY  
1 FORMAT  ( I 3 )  
2 F O R M A T  ( 8 F l Q . 4 ) 
3 F O R M A T  ( 8 F l 0 . 5 ) 
D I M E N S I ON 8 ( 46 , 4 6 ) , A ( 4 6 ) , G ( 4 6 )  
R E A D 1 , N 
DO  4 I = l , N 
4 R E A D  2 , <  B ( I , J ) , J =  1 ,  N )  
P U N C H  5 
5 FO R M A T  ( 4 3 H  T H E F OL L O W I NG A R E  E L E M E N T S  O F  T H E  G MA T R I X )  
6 DO 9 M= l , N 
R E A D  2 ,  ( A ( J )  , J = l  , N )  
DO  8 K = l , N 
SUM= o . o  
DO 7 L = l , N 
7 S UM = SUM+ A ( l ) * B ( L , K )  
8 G C K ) = S UM  
9 PU N C H  3 ,  ( G C K >  , K = l , N )  
S T O P  
E N D  
P R OG RAM  I V  
PROGRAM  FOR  COMPU T I NG T H E  · E I G E N  VA L U E 
2 FORMAT  ( 8 F l 0 . 5 ) 
3 FORMAT ( 1 3 )  
7 FOR MAT  < E l 4 e 6 ) 
D I M E N S I ON G ( 4 6 , 46 ) , X ( 4 6 ) , Y ( 4 6 )  
R E A D  3 , N 
DO 1 I = l , N 
1 R E A D  2 ,  ( G (  I , J >  , J = l  , N >  
· I T E R A = 0 
X ( l ) = l •  
DO 1 0  1 = 2 , N  
1 0  X ( l ) = 0 •  
P U N C H  1 0 0 
1 0  0 FORMAT  ( 2 4 X , 2 5 H I T  E R A T  I ON E I GEN: VAL U E  / / > 
D O  9 I =  1 ,  N 
D O  9 J = l , N  
9 G < I , J ) = - 1 . * G ( l , J )  
2 3 DO 2 0 I =  1 , N 
Y ( l ) = 0 •  
DO 2 0  J = l , N  
2 0  Y ( l ) = Y ( l ) +G ( l , J ) * X ( J )  
DO 3 0  1 = 2 , � 
3 0  X ( l ) = Y ( l ) / Y ( l )  
E I GE N = l . / Y ( l >  
I T E R A = I T E R A+ l  
T Y P E  7 , E I G E N  
PU N C H  1 0 1 , I T E R A , E I G E N  
1 0 1 F O RMAT  ( l 3 0 , 8 X , E l 4 . 6 ) 
I F ( S E N S E  SW I T C H  1 ) 2 4 , 2 3  
2 4  PU N C H  8 
8 F ORMAT  C 2 8 H  E L E M E N T S  OF  T H E  E I G E N VECl OR / ) 
2 0 0 PU N C H  7 ,  C X <  I ) , I = l , N ) 
S T O P  




EIGENVALUE COMPUTER OUTPUTS 
, 
P LA T E  A 
I T E R A T I ON E I G E NV A L U E  
1 2 3 . 2 5 5 8 1 3 E+ O l 
2 - 6 2 . 6 6 9 5 2 8 E - 0 2  
3 5 5 . 43 5 5 7 1 E - 0 3  
4 4 8 . 40 3 2 6 1 E - 0 3  
5 5 Q . 5 7 4 8 47 E - 0 3  
6 5 0 . 5 0 3 1 4 9 E - 0 3  
7 5 Q . 5 0 4 8 4 7 E - 0 3  
8 5 0 . 5 0 5 1 5 9 E- 0 3  
9 5 0 . 5 0 5 2 8 7 E - 0 3  
1 0  5 0 . 5 0 5 3 5 1 E- 0 3  
1 1  5Q . 5 0 5 4 0 3 E �0 3 
1 2  5 0 . 5 0 5 4 1 7 E - 0 3  
1 3 5 0 . 5 0 5 4 2 1 E - 0 3  
1 4 5 0 . 5 0 5 4 2 4 E- 0 3 
1 5  5 0 . 5 0 5 4 2 4 E - 0 3  
, 
6? 
P LA T E  B 
I T E R A T I ON E I G E NVA L U E  
1 1 3 . l 0 6 1 5 9 E+ O l  
2 54 . 9 4 6 7 3 9 E - 0 2 
3 3 7 . 4 7 6 7 0 1 E- 0 3  
4 3 7 . 2 0 3 4 0 3 E - 0 3  
5 3 7 . 1 9 9 5 0 5 E - 0 3  
6 3 7 . 1 9 9 4 3 8 E - 0 3  
7 3 7 . 1 9 94 3 5 E - 0 3 
, 
P L A T E  C 
I T E R A T I ON E I G E N V A L U E  
1 2 0 . 2 8 3 9 7 5 E + 0 l 
2 - 1 4 . 3 9 4 6 2 3 E - 0 2  
3 2 9 . 44 9 7 3 2 E -0 3 
4 2 7 . 1 6 9 1 4 5 E - 0 3  
5 2 7 . 7 0 8 8 4 9 E - 0 3  
6 2 7 . 5 7 5 9 6 9 E- 0 3  
7 2 7 . 6 0 8 4 1 5 E - 0 3  
8 2 7 . 6 0 0 4 7 9 E - 0 3 
9 2 7 . 6 0 2 4 2 1 E - 0 3 
1 0 2 7 . 6 0 1 9 4 7 E - 0 3 
· 1 1  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 6 3 E -0 3 
1 2 2 7 . 6 0 2 0 3 4 E� 0 3 
1 3  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 1 E - 0 3 
1 4  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E - 0 3 
1 5  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 1 E - 0 3 
1 6  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 3 9 E-0 3 
1 7  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 3 9 E- 0 3  
1 8 2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E - 0 3  
1 9 2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E- 0 3  
2 0 2 7 . &0 2 0 3 8 E- 0 3 
2 1  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 3 9 E- 0 3  
2 2  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 1 E - 0 3 
2 3 2 7 . 60 2 0 4 0 E- 0 3 
2 4  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E - 0 3 
2 5  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E � 0 3 
2 6  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 3 9 E -0 3 
2 7 2 7 . 6 O2 0 4 0 E - 0 3  
2 8 2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E- 0 3  
2 9  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E - 0 3 
3 0  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 3 9 E - 0 3  
) 1  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E- 0 3  
3 2  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E - 0 3 
3 3  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 �9 E -0 3  
3 4 2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E - 0 3 
3 5  2 7 e 6 0 2 0 39 E - 0 3 
3 6  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E - 0 3  
3 7 2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E - 0 3 
3 8  2 7 . 6 0 2 0 40 E - 0 3 
3 9 2 7 . 6 0 2 0 4 0 E - 0 3 
, 
P LA T E  D 
I T E R A T I ON E I G E N V A L U E  
1 1 3 . 4 04 8 2 5 E+ O l 
2 - l 0 . 7 9 1 5 06 E - 0 2  
3 3 3 . 9 0 7 1 0 1 E- 0 3 
4 2 2 . 3 1 3 8 09 E - 0 3 
5 2 8 . 66 7 0 0 6 E - 0 3 
6 2 4 . 7 9 4 1 3 4 E - 0 3  
7 2 7 . 0 l 8 7 4 2 E - 0 3 
8 2 5 . 6 9 44 9 1 E- 0 3  
· 9 2 6 . 4 6 6 6 8 0 E -0 3 
1 0 2 6 . 0 l 08 6 0 E- 0 3  
1 1  2 6 . 2 7 8 0 0 9 E - 0 3 
1 2  2 6 . 1 2 0 7 7 7 E � 0 3  
1 3  2 6 . 2 1 3 0 8 7 E- 0 3  
1 4  2 6 . 1 5 8 8 1 3 E - 0 3  
1 5  2 6 . 1 9 0 7 0 1 E - 0 3 
1 6  2 6 . 1 7 1 9 5 5 E - 0 3  
1 1 · 2 6 . 1 8 2 9 7 0 E - 0 3 
1 8 2 6 . 1 7 64 9 8 E -0 3 
1 9  2 6 . 1 8 0 2 9 8 E - 0 3 
2 0  2 6 . 1 7 8 0 6 7 E - 0 3  
2 1  2 6 . 1 7 9 3 7 8 E - 0 3 
2 2  2 6 . 1 7 8 6 0 8 E - 0 3  
2 3  2 6 . 1 7 9 0 5 9 E - 0 3  
2 4  2 6 . 1 7 8 7 9 5 E - 0 3 
2 5  2 6 . 1 7 8 9 4 8 E - 0 3  
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'FREE BOUNDARY muATION0 
Figure 22 represents  a cross section of a plat� · with a free  
edge . The free  edge is  extended a distance 2h beyond the boundary, 
where "h"  represents the mesh size. In this figure , wa ' wb , w1 , and 
w2 represent the deflections of the plate at points a ,  b ,  1 and 2 
respectively . Point s a and b are on the plate while points 1 and 
2 are beyond the plate . If the slope is  assll.!�ed to  be  constant 
between poi nts b and 2 ,  then 
and 
t--- h-+- h -+- h -+- h -+- h -t- h -+- h ----4 
Figure 22. Approximation Curve for Deflections 
of a Free Boundary 
+ wb 
- w 
wl = wb 
a h 
h 





= wl + h h 
w2 
= _2'.-rl - wb 
( a) 
{ b )  
.Substituting for w1 in Equation ( b) , then 
w2 = 3wb - 2wa 
, 
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( c ) 
Equations ( a )  and ( c ) express w1 and w2 in tenns · of wa and wb . 
APPENDIX D 
EXAHPLE ON ITERATION TECHNIQUE FOR 
DETERMINATION OF EIGENVALUE 
, 
EXAMPLE' ON ITERATION TECHNIQUE FOR 
DETERMINATION OF EIGENVALUE 
Consider the three linear equations : 
Solve, 
Therefore 
10x1 + 2x2 + � = ). Xl 
2x1 + 10x2 + � 
= A½ 
2x1 + x2 + 10� = AX:, 
D(x) = 
10- ). 2 1 
2 
2 
10- ). 1 
1 10- A 
( 10-1')3 - 7(10- �) + 6 = 0 
-3 
10- "  = +l 
+2 
).
1 = 13 
A
2 
= 9 A - 8 3 -
= (0 
The eigenvalue is  the largest and i s  equal to IJ � 
, 
The same problem is  solved now by the iteration method . The 










































12 . 25 
12 . 25 
5 . 50 
12 . 45 
12 . L.,5. 










12 . 25 1 
. 45 
1 
12 . 45 1 
. 60 
The procedure continues until the factored coefficient is 
repeated over and over. Repeating the row-into-column multiplication 
with x1
(i ) = 1 ,  the successive approximations become 
12 . 6  












. 12 . 93 ' 
1 
1 
. 8  
1 
1 
. 9 5 













"1 = 13 , the eigenvalue . 
The same problem has been worked out on the computer and the 
results are shown on the next page . 
EXAMP L E .  P R O B L E M 










1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  
2 6  
2 7  
2 8  
2 9  
3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
3 4  
3 5  
3 6  
3 7  
3 8  
3 9  
4 0  
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
E I G ENVA L U E  
- 1 0 . o o o o o o E + o o  
- 1 0 • 6 0 0 0 0 0 .E + 0 0 
- - l l e l 8 8 6 7 8 E +O O  
-- l l . 7 0 48 8 9 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 1 1 4 8 2 4 � + 0 0  
� 1 2 . 4 1 5 4 7 5 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 6 2 3 3 5 7 E+ O O  
- 1 2 . 7 6 1 3 0 5 E+ O O  
- 1 2 . 8 5 0 3 6 3 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 0 6 8 4 2 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 4 2 2 5 9 E+ O O  
- 1 2 . 9 6 4 3 0 7 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 7 7 9 7 5 E+ O O  
- 1 2 . 9 8 6 4 2 2 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 1 6 3 6 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 4 8 4 9 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 6 8 2 9 E+ O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 8 04 7 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 8 7 9 8 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 2 6 0 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 5 44 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 7 1 9 E+ O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 8 2 7 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 8 9 3 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 3 4 E+ O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 5 9 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 7 4 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 8 4 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 8 9 E+ OO 
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 9 4 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 9 5 E+ O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 9 7 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 9 8 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 9 8 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 9 9 E + O O  
- 1 2 . 9 9 9 9 9 9 E + O O  
- 1 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + O O  
- 1 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + O O  
- 1 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 E+ O O  
- 1 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 E+ O O  
- 1 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 E+ O O  
- 1 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + O O 





DETERMINATION OF STRESS FUNCTION VALUES FOR THE 
SELECTED PLATE WITH FOUR DIFFERENT NOTCH SIZES 
, 
DETERMINATION OF STRESS FUNCTION VALUES FOR THE 
SELECTED PLATE t'iITH FOUR DIFFERENT NOTCH SIZES 
According to equation (12a) for the side A-B of Figure 3 ,  
¢ = (J n 
( 10h ) 2 
2 
80 
Let the value of the mesh spacing be considered as unity and 
the applied stress <>n be equal to 20 for convenience ;  then, for each 
mesh point along the side A-B,  as shovm in Figure· 3 ,  the stress will 
be as shown in Table 2 .  













Hence at point B ,  
· ¢ = 1000 • 
Then, at point B from equation (llb) 
;, ¢ = 200 �x 
f 
· 81 
From equation ( 14a) , the stress function along the side B-C is 
constant and its value is 
and 
¢ = 1000 
Also ,  from equations ( 15 ) and ( 16 ) . respectively 
0¢ = 0 
oy 
o¢ = 200 
ox 
Along the boundary C-D , from equation ( 9 )  
Then from equation ( 17 ) , 
Therefore , 
?, (b  = {10) ( 20)x + C ax a 5 
At point B :  
· Therefore , 
.��  = 200 , and ox 
X = 10 . 
c
5 
= 200 - 2�0 ( 10 )  
= 200 ( 1  - 10 ) 
a 
, 
From equation (18 ) , the stress  function value along the 
boundarJ C-D becomes 
f) = (10) ( <'.> ) (x2) + 200 ( 1  - lO) X + C6 a n 2 · a 
But at point x = 10 , 
Then, 
Therefore , 
¢ = 1000 . 
1000 = 10 ( 20 ) ( 102




= 1000(�0 - 1 ) .  
82 




, and on in equation ( 17 )  and 
( 18 )  respectively, then 
and 
0¢ = 200 X + 200( 1 _ 10) 
oX a a 
fJ. = lQO x2 + 200( 1 - lO ) X - 1000( 1 - lO ) .  
a a a 
, 
83 
Upon substitution of values of x in this equation , ·the st.ress 
function values at nodal points alo.ng the x-axis for the boundary 
C-D are obtained . These values are tabulated . in Table 3 .  
TABLE 3 . Stress Function Values Along Boundary C-D 
X point 












1200 + lOO a 
1000 + 0 
800 + 100 
a 
600 + 400 a 
400 + 900 a 
200 + 1600 
a 
O + 2500 
a 




600 + 6400 
a 
800 + 8100 
a 
-1000 + 10 ,000 
a 
, 
Along the side D-E, the stress function value i s  constant . 
Therefore ,  
or · 
X = 10 - a 
¢ = l00( lO _ a)2 _ 200( lO _ a) 2 + lOOO( io _ a) a a a · 
¢ = c 10 : 
a ) [ iooo (l0-a) - 200( 10 - a)  + 1000 ] • 
Along the side E-L 
At point D ,  along the side C-D , 
and 
X = 10 - a .  
Therefore, equation (17)  becomes 
Substituting for the values of �' x . and c5 , 
c8 = (
200 ) ( l0 - a)  - 200( 10 - a) , 




Therefore, along the side E-L, from equation ( 21) , 
¢ =  cax + c9 , 
which can be reduced to 
¢ =  
= constant , same value at point E from 
the side D-E . 
Therefore , for the side E-L, 
. r/) = 
c 10 : a) [ 100( 10 - a) - 200( 10 - a) + 1000] 
.85 
The above completes the boundary stress function calculations 
for the quarter plate . 
With reference to Figure 3 the stress function values immediately 
beyond the boundaries A-B , D-E, and E-F are detennined by extrapolation. 
Their values are equal to those on the respective boundaries . The 
values :L'11Illedi�tely beyond the bounda�J B-C are linearly interpolated 
between the extrapolated values at points B 1 and C ' . 
APPENDIX F 
CONTOURS FOR ¢, o. , o. , -r
xy 
FOR PLATE A 
X y 
f 




0 00 0  













Figure 23 . Stress  Function Contours for Plate A 
{ 
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